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The SM and beyond
SM is quite successful as an effective theory of 
elementary particles.

There are several motivations for a new physics model

Most important part(Higgs sector) of the SM has not 
established yet

Neutrino mass
Quadratic divergence

Dark matter
Baryogenesis

Elementary scalar?
…

Only one elementary scalar ? or more rich structure ?
Higgs sector New physicsStrong connection

e.g. MSSM Two Higgs bosons are required

Higgs sector is a window to New Physics!!

a sign at 125GeV?



Supersymmetry

No quadratic divergence

Elementary scalar fields are naturally introduced

If R-parity is conserved, LSP is a DM candidate

Connection to a fundamental theory?

Compatible with many neutrino mass generation 
mechanisms (seesaw, loop-induced, …)

Many CP and flavour sources (Baryogenesis, 
flavour experiments…)

We focus on SUSY models as a candidate of NP in this talk



Higgs sector of MSSM

The quartic couplings are determined by gauge couplings

Only one mass parameter is free

In the MSSM, the Higgs sector is parameterized by 
two parameters, tanβ=v2/v1 and mA except for the 

radiative corrections

cf. In the SM, mh controls the Higgs sector.
free parameter in SM but it’s not in the MSSM



Higgs sector in MSSM
A. Djouadi / Physics Reports 459 (2008) 1–241 39

Fig. 1.7. The masses of the MSSM Higgs bosons as functions of MA for two values tan ⇥ = 3 and 30, in the no mixing (left) and maximal mixing
(right) scenarios with MS = 2 TeV and all the other SUSY parameters set to 1 TeV. The full set of radiative corrections is included with mt = 178
GeV, mb = 4.88 GeV and �s (MZ ) = 0.1172.

Table 1.5
Neutral Higgs boson couplings to fermions and gauge bosons in the MSSM normalized to the SM-Higgs boson couplings gHSM f f =
[
 

2Gµ]1/2m f , gHSMV V = 2[
 

2Gµ]1/2 M2
V and the couplings of two Higgs bosons with one gauge boson, normalized to gW = [

 
2Gµ]1/2 MW

for g�H±W⇤ and gZ = [
 

2Gµ]1/2 MZ for g�AZ

� g�ūu g�d̄d g�V V g�AZ g�H±W⇤
HSM 1 1 1 0 0
h cos �/ sin ⇥ �sin �/ cos ⇥ sin(⇥ � �) cos(⇥ � �) ⇤cos(⇥ � �)

H sin �/ sin ⇥ cos �/ cos ⇥ cos(⇥ � �) �sin(⇥ � �) ±sin(⇥ � �)

A cot ⇥ tan ⇥ 0 0 1

The radiatively corrected masses of the neutral CP-even and the charged Higgs bosons are displayed in Fig. 1.7
as functions of MA for the two values tan ⇥ = 3 and 30. The full set of radiative corrections has been included and
the “no mixing” scenario with Xt = 0 (left) and “maximal mixing” scenario with Xt =

 
6MS (right) have been

assumed. The SUSY scale has been set to MS = 2 TeV and the other SUSY parameters except for At to 1 TeV; the
SM input parameters are fixed to mt = 178 GeV, mb = 4.88 GeV and �s(MZ ) = 0.1172. The program HDECAY [143]
which incorporates the routine FeynHiggsFast1.2 [144] for the calculation of the radiative corrections in the MSSM
Higgs sector, has been used.

As can be seen, a maximal value for the lighter Higgs mass, Mh ⌅ 135 GeV, is obtained for large MA values in
the maximal mixing scenario with tan ⇥ = 30 [the mass value is almost constant if tan ⇥ is increased]. For no stop
mixing, or when tan ⇥ is small, tan ⇥ � 3, the upper bound on the h boson mass is smaller by more than 10 GeV
in each case and the combined choice tan ⇥ = 3 and Xt = 0, leads to a maximal value Mmax

h ⌅ 110 GeV. Also
for large MA values, the A, H and H± bosons [the mass of the latter being almost independent of the stop mixing
and on the value of tan ⇥] become degenerate in mass. In the opposite case, i.e. for a light pseudoscalar Higgs boson,
MA � Mmax

h , it is Mh which is very close to MA, and the mass difference is particularly small for large tan ⇥ values.

1.3.3. The radiatively corrected Higgs couplings
We turn now to the couplings of the Higgs bosons, which determine to a large extent their production cross sections

and their decay widths. The couplings to fermions and gauge bosons strongly depend on the value of tan ⇥ but also
on the value of the mixing angle � in the CP-even Higgs sector. Normalized to the SM-Higgs couplings as indicated
in the caption, they are summarized in Table 1.5 for convenience.

Djouadi, PR459,1

There are specific features  in the MSSM Higgs sector

Okada&Yamaguchi&Yanagida,PTP85,1;Ellis&Ridolfi&Zwirner,PLB257,83

hhhh is only 
from D-term

mh=125GeV requires heavy mA, large tanβ, 
heavy stops, and large stop mixing



Beyond the MSSM
Hierarchy problem and DM can be solved in the MSSM

On the other hand 
Baryogenesis? neutrino mass ?They still remain

SUSY seesaw model might be  an attractive solution, but
Thermal leptogenesis conflicts with gravitino problem
The right-handed neutrino scale is too high to be 
tested by the experiments

It is interesting and important to consider the 
alternative testable solutions!!

We try to solve these problems at TeV scale
Electroweak Baryogenesis Loop induced neutrino mass 

(radiative seesaw)

e.g.



Beyond the MSSM
In many such models, Rp even extra scalars are introduced

Extended SUSY Higgs models

e.g. 4HDMΩ a minimal framework for strong 1st order 
phase transition through F-term contribution

electroweak 
baryogenesis

Kanemura, T.S, Senaha,PLB706,40
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FIG. 3: vC and TC vs. !2 with Xt/M̃q̃ = 0.6. The other
input parameters are the same as in the Fig. 2. The sphaleron
decoupling condition (21) can be satisfied for !2 >

!
1.6.
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FIG. 4: vC and TC vs. !2 with Xt/M̃q̃ = 2.0. The other
input parameters are the same as in the Fig. 2. The sphaleron
decoupling condition (21) can be satisfied for !2 >

!
1.8.

• According to a study of the sphaleron decoupling
condition in the MSSM, it is found that ! ! 1.4 [13]
which is 40% stronger than one we impose in our
analysis. The similar value may be obtained in this
model as well. It should be emphasized, however,
that even if we take ! = 1.4 for the sphaleron de-
coupling condition, a feasible region exists for the
relatively large "2, for example, "2 >" 2.2 even in
the heavy h case. The cuto! scale " is rather low in
this case but still it is around the multi-TeV scale.

• In this model, the light stop scenario is one of the
options for the successful electroweak baryogenesis.
Same as the scenario in the MSSM, the strength
of the first order EWPT can get enhanced if the
(almost) right-handed stop is lighter than the top
quark, enlarging the possible region.

• Similar to the usual MSSM baryogenesis scenario,
the charginos and/or the neutralinos can play an
essential role in generating the CP violating sources
as needed for the bias of the chiral charge densities
around the Higgs bubble walls. In addition to this,
the Z2 odd charginos !#!±

1,2 may also do the job for
the successful baryogenesis.

• Since A1,2 and "1,2µ! are small in our parameter
choices, the charge breaking does not occur at the
tree level. In addition, the Z2 symmetry is not
broken spontaneously at the tree level, because m̄2

3,
m̄2

4 and B!µ! we take here satisfy Eq. (7). The
potential analysis beyond the tree level is out of
scope in this Letter. It will be our future task.

• If the Z2 symmetry is exact and unbroken after
the electroweak symmetry breaking, the lightest
Z2 odd particle in our model can be a candidate
of cold dark matter if it is electrically neutral, in
addition to the lightest supersymmetric particle. If
one of the extra neutral scalar bosons is the lightest
Z2 field, its phenomenological property and exper-
imental constraints would be similar to those for
the supersymmetric extension of the inert doublet
model [30]. A neutralino from the extra doublets
may also be a candidate for dark matter.

• Finally, we comment on the phenomenological pre-
dictions of this model. First of all, the nonde-
coupling e!ect of the extra Z2 odd charged scalar
bosons on the finite temperature e!ective potential
is an essentially important feature of our scenario
in order to realize strong first order phase tran-
sition. The same physics a!ects the triple Higgs
boson coupling with a large deviation from the SM
(MSSM) prediction as discussed in Ref. [8], Such
deviation in the triple Higgs boson coupling can be
15-70 % [9, 19], and we expect that they can be
measured at the future linear collider such as the
ILC or the CLIC. Second, in our model, in order to
realize the nondecoupling e!ect large, the invariant
parameters µ! and µ! are taken to be small. Conse-
quently, the masses of extra charginos are relatively
as light as 100-300 GeV.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed the one-loop e!ect of new charged
scalar bosons on the Higgs potential at finite tempera-
tures in the supersymmetric standard model with four
Higgs doublet chiral superfields as well as a pair of
charged singlet chiral superfields. We have found that
the nondecoupling loop e!ects of additional charged
scalar bosons can make first order EWPT strong enough
to realize successful electroweak baryogenesis. We,
therefore, conclude that this model can be a new good
candidate for a successful model where the baryon

Talk by E. Senaha on 25th 14:00



Model with strong coupling RGE analysis in 4HDM+

2                  cutoff 
    2.5            2 TeV 
    2.0          10 TeV 
    1.5        100 TeV 

 
 

W =   Hu Hu’  Hd Hd’ 

S.K., T. Shindou, K. Yagyu, 2010 

The cutoff scale 
should be at multi-TeV

not grand desert 
but fertile fields
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FIG. 1: The renormalization of the couplings in our Fat Higgs
model. The model becomes strong and nearly conformal at
the scale !4, where !H nears 4". The conformal invariance
is broken by the mass of the extra doublet, m!, which makes
the theory confine at !H ! m!. Below this scale the e"ective
theory description becomes one of meson composites with a
coupling # that quickly renormalizes down to O(1). When
4"v0 " !H the mesons condense at weak coupling and the
theory is calculable.

This theory with Nc = 2 and Nf = 4 is in the super-
conformal window [5]. At some scale !4 the SU(2)H

gauge coupling becomes strong and remains strong all
the way down to m!, the supersymmetric vector-like mass
of the extra doublets. At the scale m! the conformal
symmetry is broken and T 7,8 may be integrated out.
Below this scale the theory confines and is e"ectively the
three flavor model discussed in the previous section. We
therefore identify the strong coupling scale !H with m!.
The renormalization group evolution of the couplings is
schematically shown in Fig. 1.

In addition to determining the scale !H , the conformal
dynamics generate large anomalous dimensions which
have the e"ect of enhancing the couplings of the T
fields, and therefore also the couplings of the composite
Higgs fields. The structure of the superconformal algebra
determines the anomalous dimensions exactly in terms
of the anomaly-free R-charges. Running from the strong
scale !4 down to the scale of conformal breaking !H , the
wave function of the T ’s is suppressed as

Z !
!
!H

!4

"!!

(20)

where !" = 1/2 is the anomalous dimension. Once
the fields are canonically normalized this leads to an
enhancement of their couplings. For example, the
e"ective mass m! gets enhanced by a factor of

!
!4

!H

"1/2

. (21)

In the low energy theory, any operator that involves one
Higgs field, such as the top Yukawa, will be enhanced by

a similar factor. Because the superconformal dynamics is
likely to be upset by other strong couplings, the largest
enhancement factor we consider is 4".

The next task is to determine how m of the right size
can be generated. First, it is assumed that the heav-
ier vector-like mass m! is unrelated to supersymmetry
breaking and therefore arbitrary. The scale for m! is
presumably set by other flavor symmetries, akin to the
right-handed neutrino mass which is protected by lepton
number. However, the symmetries may conspire to forbid
a vector-like mass m for the third flavor, analogous to the
left-handed neutrino mass in the neutrino mass matrix.
For example, consider a simple U(1) flavor symmetry
of charge +1 ("1) for the third (fourth) flavor. The
symmetry is broken by an order parameter of charge
+2. Then m! is allowed in the superpotential while m is
not. Nevertheless, mixing between the third and fourth
flavors is allowed by the symmetries and originates from
the supersymmetry breaking due to the Giudice–Masiero
mechanism. Therefore, the form of the mass matrix for
these flavors becomes

#
0 mSUSY

mSUSY m!

$

. (22)

The light eigenvalue is given by m = m2
SUSY/m!. After

the conformal dynamics enhances both m and m!, we
naturally obtain mm! ! (4"mSUSY)2 as desired.

V. FERMION MASSES

In order to incorporate fermion masses, we follow [9] by
adding four additional chiral multiplets that are singlets
under SU(2)H but have the same quantum numbers as
the Higgs doublets Hu and Hd in the MSSM,

#u, #̄d(1,2, +
1

2
), #d, #̄u(1,2,"

1

2
). (23)

They have the superpotential

Wf = Mf (#u#̄u + #̄d#d) + #̄d(TT 4) + #̄u(TT 3)

+hij
u Qiuj#u + hij

d Qidj#d + hij
e Liej#d. (24)

where Mf is the mass of # and #̄. The only flavor-
violating couplings are the Yukawa couplings hij

u , hij
d ,

hij
e . We assume Mf ! m! ! !H , possibly due to the

same flavor symmetries that control the size of m!.
Between !4 and !H # m! the superconformal dynam-

ics enhances the Yukawa couplings by (!4/!H)1/2 ! 4",
as described in the previous section. After the #’s are
integrated out, the e"ective dimension-5 superpotential
is

Wf =
4"

Mf

%
hij

u Qiuj(TT 3) + hij
d Qidj(TT 4)

+ hij
e Liej(TT 4)

&
. (25)

5

e.g. SUSY fat Higgs model
Harnik et al.,PRD70,015002

Kanemura, T.S, Yagyu, 2010

Higgs bosons appear below 
the cutoff as composite fields 



Question
Can we distinguish the MSSM and models beyond the MSSM?

beyond 
the MSSM

the MSSM

the SM

beyond 
the MSSM

the MSSM
the SM

or

We will discuss non-decoupling effects in SUSY models

If extra fields are directly found, we can easily do it

If not, we should find some non-decoupling effects

No new particles are found Only MSSM 
particles are found



F-term contribution
General SUSY models:

+
loop correction with
 Yukawa couplings

Can be a strong source of non-decoupling effects

e.g.

large tree level 
contribution to mh

The additional scalar can 
give a significant 

non-decoupling effect when 
vev dominates its mass

mh=125GeV

The structure of contribution 
depends on which extra fields 

are introduced



mh and λhhh
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FIG. 3: Possible allowed regions in the mh-(!!hhh/!hhh) plane in the MSSM, Model-1, Model-5

and Model-9 with scanned tan".

constants of the F-term, which can be constrained by the renormalization group equation

analysis with an imposed cut-o! scale ". Consequently, mh can be higher than 300-400 GeV

when " is at the TeV scale in Model-1 with small tan ! values and Model-5.

Although the one-loop correction to the hhh coupling due to the extra scalar components

vanishes in the decoupling limit, it can be significant in particular SSMs such as Model-1 with

large tan ! and Model-9, when "2
HH!i

v2 ! M2
!i

where M!i
is the invariant mass parameter of

the extra field #i in the loop. In such a case, quartic powerlike mass contributions can appear

as non-decoupling e!ects, and the correction can be larger than several times ten percent

under the constraint from parturbativity. In this letter the analysis has been restricted

in the e!ective potential method, where all the external momenta are set on zero. In the

actual measurement of the hhh coupling, one might think that the momentum dependences

would be important. For example, at the LHC the hhh coupling may be measured by W

fusion process W+!W"! " h! " hh[3], where the measured hhh coupling is a function

of
#

ŝ the energy of the elementary process. At the ILC and its $$ option, the processes

e+e" " Z! " Zh! " Zhh[4] and $$ " h! " hh[5] can be used. The energy dependence

of the hhh coupling has been discussed in Ref. [23]: see Fig. 3 in it. It is shown that unless
#

ŝ $ 2mh, the energy dependence is small in the bosonic loop contributions to the hhh

13

tanβ is scanned

S.Kanemura, T.S., K. Yagyu, PLB699.258

MSSM+S

| |

larger λ

MSSM+Triplets

larger λ

larger tanβ
4Doublets+Ω

MSSM+S

4Doublets+Ω is a simplest example of 

Models can be 
distinguished by h 

measurement



Quasi non-decoupling
Strong F-term coupling can cause large 

non-decoupling effect such as Δλhhh

If F-term coupling is not strong, no large vev 
contribution to the extra scalar mass

Decoupling theorem

Even in such a case, non-decoupling 
effects can remain in the MSSM limit

because

Extra scalar mass

contribution from vev
can be significantly large

The extra field contributions are decoupled in SM limit

No deviation in λhhh, but deviations in the MSSM 
prediction on Higgs sector e.g.

Quasi non-decoupling



4HDSSM
Gupta&Wells,PRD81,055012;Marshall&Sher, PRD83,015005;
Aoki&Kanemura&T.S.&Yagyu, JHEP1111,038;…

We consider a SUSY-SM 
with 4doublets(4HDSSM) 
in order to see how QND 

effects appear

Extra doublets model is quite interesting
4HDSSM+Ω strong 1st order EWPT is easily realized

In loop induced neutrino mass model, extra doublets 
are sometimes introduced.

If strong λ in significant deviation in λhhh 
Even if λ is weak/no λ, 

quasi non-decoupling effect can appear in the MSSM limit

100GeV

TeV extra doublets
4 CP even&
3 CP odd&
3 charged

MSSM-like



Yukawa Types in 4HDSSM

In the 4HDSSM, there are two types.
If right-handed neutrino is considered,

the number of types is doubled

ud e ud e

type A(and C) type B(and D)

In type A and C, Z2 can be exact

To suppress FCNC , Z2 symmetry is often  introduced.
Aoki&Kanemura&T.S.&Yagyu, JHEP1111,038

In this talk, we focus on the scalar sector



Lagrangian (Higgs sector)
Superpotential

SUSY breaking terms

Only Φ1 and Φ2 get the vev

We retake the basis as:



Decoupling case

MSSM-like sector

Φ’ are mixed with angle

Aoki&Kanemura&T.S.&Yagyu, JHEP1111,038

100GeV

TeV extra 
doublets

We assume MSSM-like Higgs bosons 
are light and the extra ones are too 

heavy to be directly observed.

Scalar potential is 

is obtained by further base rotation.



Charged Higgs mass
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Aoki&Kanemura&T.S.&Yagyu, JHEP1111,038



The lightest Higgs mass
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The upper bound is the same as the MSSM one.

However, mh can reach the upper bound for smaller 
mA and tanβ !!

Aoki&Kanemura&T.S.&Yagyu, JHEP1111,038mh @ 1-loop



The lightest Higgs mass
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Aoki&Kanemura&T.S.&Yagyu, JHEP1111,038



Heavy Higgs mass
solid: mSUSY=1TeV
dashed:mSUSY=2TeV
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mh: larger
mH: smaller

The crossing point shifts 

k and k’ accelerate the 
decoupling of mA

Aoki&Kanemura&T.S.&Yagyu, JHEP1111,038
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h-H crossing effect 
becomes strong 

The crossing point shifts 

k and k’ accelerate the 
decoupling of mA
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Summary
If the excess at 125 GeV is a real signal
Is it really Higgs ?

Is it the SM Higgs?
or

SM-like Higgs in extended Higgs sector ?

It will be tested by 
Measuring the couplings

ZZh, hff …

In addition, if extra scalars (e.g. A, H, H±, 
SUSY particles) are discovered

Non-SUSY extended Higgs sector?
MSSM Higgs sector?
Extended SUSY Higgs sector?

If it seems SM Higgs



Summary
Precision exploration on Higgs sector is very important

Structure of the Higgs sector decides the direction 
of more fundamental theory

GUT with grand desert? or strong dynamics at TeV?
SUSY model has two types of non-decoupling effects

Real non-decoupling through strong F-term coupling

Precise measurement on hhh coupling can detect it

Quasi non-decoupling effects
Precise test of MSSM relations is sensitive to them

ILC is a powerful tool to take a great step toward the 
fundamental picture of the elementary particle theory

typically O(10%)



Summary
Two types of non-decoupling effects are possible in the 

extended SUSY Higgs sectors with mh=125GeV
Models with strong 
F-term contributions

Models without strong 
F-term contributions

SM-like Higgs MSSM-like Higgs sector
h, H, A, H±,ΓhVV,…

Real Non-decoupling effect

deviation in λhhh

no-deviation 
in λhhh

deviation from MSSM

Quasi Non-decoupling effect

beyond the MSSM

the MSSM
the SM

characterized by mA

125GeV?

large for small mA

@M
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H!γγ results: exclusion 

•  Expected&95%&CL&exclusion:&1.2B2&x&SM&
•  Excluded&at&95%&CL:&

110.0B111.0,&117.5B120.5,&128.5B132.0,&139.0B140.0,&146.0B147.0&GeV&
•  Cut&based&analysis&gives&consistent&results&

–  arXiv:1202.1487&

•  Cross&check&MVA&analysis&also&gives&consistent&results&

March&7,&2012& Marco&Pieri&UC&San&Diego& 10&

CMS&document&
HIGB12B001&

NEW)

Expected&from&&
cut&based&&
analysis&

Expected&from&&
MVA&analysis&
Improvement&&
~20%&

Higgs mass of 125GeV?
Combined exclusion limit

Zoom in:

Expected exclusion at 95% CL: 120-555 GeV

Observed exclusion at 95% CL: 110-117.5, 118.5-122.5, 129-539 GeV

Observed exclusion at 99% CL: 130-486 GeV

Introduction / High-mH search: ``⌫⌫, ``jj, `⌫jj / Low-mH search: 4`, �� • `⌫`⌫, bb, ⌧⌧ / Combination / End? 21/24

The wide region of the Higgs mass has already excluded !!

Excess of events is observed 
at ~125GeV 

S. Kortner, talk at Moriond 

117.5-118.5GeV, 122.5-128.5GeV
or

M. Pieri ,talk at Moriond

Heavier than 539GeV
are allowed.

Is it real signature or 
statistical fluctuations?

If 125GeV Higgs is realized in nature, 
it will be discovered in a year.

Light Higgs is suggested



Quasi non-decoupling
Even when the extra field mass is not 

dominated by the vev, contributions to the 
MSSM observables remains

MSSM Higgs sector can be characterized by 
only two parameters, mA and tanβA. Djouadi / Physics Reports 459 (2008) 1–241 39

Fig. 1.7. The masses of the MSSM Higgs bosons as functions of MA for two values tan ⇥ = 3 and 30, in the no mixing (left) and maximal mixing
(right) scenarios with MS = 2 TeV and all the other SUSY parameters set to 1 TeV. The full set of radiative corrections is included with mt = 178
GeV, mb = 4.88 GeV and �s (MZ ) = 0.1172.

Table 1.5
Neutral Higgs boson couplings to fermions and gauge bosons in the MSSM normalized to the SM-Higgs boson couplings gHSM f f =
[
 

2Gµ]1/2m f , gHSMV V = 2[
 

2Gµ]1/2 M2
V and the couplings of two Higgs bosons with one gauge boson, normalized to gW = [

 
2Gµ]1/2 MW

for g�H±W⇤ and gZ = [
 

2Gµ]1/2 MZ for g�AZ

� g�ūu g�d̄d g�V V g�AZ g�H±W⇤
HSM 1 1 1 0 0
h cos �/ sin ⇥ �sin �/ cos ⇥ sin(⇥ � �) cos(⇥ � �) ⇤cos(⇥ � �)

H sin �/ sin ⇥ cos �/ cos ⇥ cos(⇥ � �) �sin(⇥ � �) ±sin(⇥ � �)

A cot ⇥ tan ⇥ 0 0 1

The radiatively corrected masses of the neutral CP-even and the charged Higgs bosons are displayed in Fig. 1.7
as functions of MA for the two values tan ⇥ = 3 and 30. The full set of radiative corrections has been included and
the “no mixing” scenario with Xt = 0 (left) and “maximal mixing” scenario with Xt =

 
6MS (right) have been

assumed. The SUSY scale has been set to MS = 2 TeV and the other SUSY parameters except for At to 1 TeV; the
SM input parameters are fixed to mt = 178 GeV, mb = 4.88 GeV and �s(MZ ) = 0.1172. The program HDECAY [143]
which incorporates the routine FeynHiggsFast1.2 [144] for the calculation of the radiative corrections in the MSSM
Higgs sector, has been used.

As can be seen, a maximal value for the lighter Higgs mass, Mh ⌅ 135 GeV, is obtained for large MA values in
the maximal mixing scenario with tan ⇥ = 30 [the mass value is almost constant if tan ⇥ is increased]. For no stop
mixing, or when tan ⇥ is small, tan ⇥ � 3, the upper bound on the h boson mass is smaller by more than 10 GeV
in each case and the combined choice tan ⇥ = 3 and Xt = 0, leads to a maximal value Mmax

h ⌅ 110 GeV. Also
for large MA values, the A, H and H± bosons [the mass of the latter being almost independent of the stop mixing
and on the value of tan ⇥] become degenerate in mass. In the opposite case, i.e. for a light pseudoscalar Higgs boson,
MA � Mmax

h , it is Mh which is very close to MA, and the mass difference is particularly small for large tan ⇥ values.

1.3.3. The radiatively corrected Higgs couplings
We turn now to the couplings of the Higgs bosons, which determine to a large extent their production cross sections

and their decay widths. The couplings to fermions and gauge bosons strongly depend on the value of tan ⇥ but also
on the value of the mixing angle � in the CP-even Higgs sector. Normalized to the SM-Higgs couplings as indicated
in the caption, they are summarized in Table 1.5 for convenience.

Djouadi, PR459,1

Mixing between MSSM sector
and heavy extra scalars significantly 

affect such predictions.

In the SM limit, such effects are 
decoupling!!

(No deviations in the SM prediction
e.g. on the hhh coupling)

beyond 
the MSSM

the MSSM
the SM



Flavour problem
FCNC is very serious in the multi doublets model

non-SUSY 2HDM:

In order to suppress it , discrete 
symmetry (e.g. Z2) is often  introduced.

Type I Type II

Type X Type Y

Type �1 �2 uR dR eR qL, `L
I + - - - - +
II + - - + + +
X + - - - + +
Y + - - + - +

�2�1

ude e d

�2�1

u

�2�1

ud ee

�2�1

ud

4 Types of Yukawa couplings
Barger et al.,PRD41; Grossman, NPB426;Aoki et al.,PRD80;

Su&Thomas,PRd79;Logan&MacLennan,PRD79

b s

H+ �

u, c, t



Types of non-SUSY 2HDM
Difference in collider/flavour phenomenology
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Decay branching 
ratio of Heavy Higgs

Branching ratio of 
b→sγ

M.Aoki, S.Kanemura, K.Tsumura,K.Yagyu,PRD80,015017

100

10-2

10-4
H→ττ  is specific

in type X

I,X and II, Y are 
quite different



Heavy Higgs mass
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Aoki&Kanemura&T.S.&Yagyu, arXiv:1108.1356

solid: mSUSY=1TeV
dashed:mSUSY=2TeV

Heavy Higgs mass get a negative correction
The effect is larger for smaller tanβ

10% deviation is possible for mA=150GeV(tanβ=3)



Lepton specific 4DSSM
Marshall&Sher, PRD83, 015005

Very light Higgs is possible (LEP bound is relaxed) owing to 
mixing effect

FIG. 6: Logplot of the ratio of the production cross section of the lightest neutral scalar by gluon

fusion in the SLHM to the Standard Model.

They also focussed on models with dark matter candidates (usually involving an additional

singlet or an additional inert doublet). Nonetheless, their techniques show that detection of

a Higgs decay into ! pairs is feasible in the early stages at the LHC. At the Tevatron, CDF

and D0 did explicitly search for Higgs decays to ! pairs [42], but did not consider Higgs

masses below 90 GeV

Throughout this analysis, we have ignored the e!ects of the heavier neutral Higgs scalars.

Consider the second lightest neutral scalar, ". As we scan the entire allowed parameter

space, we find that the " always appears to be very close to 110 GeV. This may not be too

surprising. Imagine that there was no mixing at all between the quarkophilic and leptophilic

Higgs sectors. Then each sector would have a similar mass matrix to that of the MSSM

(although with smaller overall vevs), and thus one would find two relatively light Higgs.

Mixing can’t be eliminated, of course, due to D-terms, but it is not surprising that there

are two relatively light scalars in the model. In the region of parameter space in which

the couplings of the h to the gauge bosons is severely suppressed, however, the couplings

of the " will not be, and thus the " will be similar to the Standard Model Higgs. Given

the uncertainty in our calculations, including the e!ects of non-leading-log and higher order

corrections to the masses, it is premature to conclude that the current LEP bounds would

17

is a main decay mode

Lepton specific case (Type-B) is interesting scenario.

Especially if non-MSSM-like doublets are rather light, 
the situation is drastically changed from the MSSM


